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Q: do you remember why we environmental investigators “chase” NAPLs 

such as fuels, oils, creosotes, coal tars? 

A: they contain some bad actors (aromatics) 

* ingestion or dermal exposure risk 

* capable of long term sourcing of aromatics to groundwater

clean sand

drops of

coal tarclean sand

drops of

coal tar

biota from

clean soil/groundwater

same biota on PAHs



we can’t eliminate PAH exposure risk until the LNAPL is removed or neutralized –

either by us or nature (treating just the groundwater is a short term ‘fix’)

you can’t design remedy for problem LNAPL without knowing where it is

groundwater tools (wells) lack necessary qualities, specificity, and coverage

wells are for measuring SYMPTOMS – not the disease

zombie-like

adherence to the 

“LNAPL floats on the 

groundwater’s surface” or 

“pancake” model 

has cost the industry

HUGE sums of money, 

time, and discouragement

over the decades 

we know why these

diagrams are used –

to convey simple 

concepts like 

“LNAPL is lighter than 

water” so it floats

so the diagrams are, 

necessarily, simple

BUT unfortunately they

stick in people’s minds

as illustrating where 

LNAPL ends up at 

every LNAPL site



NAPL

Know-It-All

20 years of logging NAPL with LIF…

• 100s of miles of LNAPL logging with 

ultraviolet LIF

(ROST, UVOST)

• 41 miles of DNAPL (known to be sneaky)

logging with LIF: >200 sites (coal tar, etc.)

Simple… I’ve cheated, a LOT!

So who died and crowned you 

a NAPL Know-It-All?

(today’s focus)



fluorescence is useful for delineating NAPL distribution

the same molecules that are toxic also fluoresce (generally speaking)

LIF = capability to “see” the source NAPL continuously with depth

crude oil and diesel in sandy soil



LIF or Optical Screening Tools

�� spectroscopic (lightspectroscopic (light--based)based)

�� sapphiresapphire--windowed probe windowed probe 

�� requires requires ““direct pushdirect push”” delivery delivery 

�� dynamic (percussion) dynamic (percussion) 

�� static (CPT)static (CPT)

�� log fluorescence of fuellog fluorescence of fuel’’s/oils/oil’’s PAHs vs s PAHs vs 
depth depth 

windowed probe - percussion windowed probe – submerged derrick windowed CPT “sub” above CPT



LIF has been deployed under a wide variety of platforms and conditions 

15-20 years of constant improvement

Brodhead Creek

• percussion, CPT, even drill rigs (in soft materials)

• rain, snow, sleet, sun, wind, hot, cold… with “100 % recovery”



LIF NAPL Characterization

Detailed NAPL CSM

higher quality information

for higher quality engineering/decisions

Laser-Induced Fluorescence



LNAPL pool (shark’s fin)

homogeneous matrix

discrete seams and/or fractures

heterogeneous matrix

logs range

from this… to

this…

vapor

phase

mobile and residual
LNAPL in fractures, seams, lenses

LNAPL in pools

dissolved phase

Groundwater
Flow

at some sites the LNAPL is more accurately depicted by classic DNAPL diagrams!

these three

LNAPL logs

taken just 15-20 ft 

away from each

other in < 2 hrs



LIF has ability to prevent LNAPL CSM ‘mistakes’

or at least provide an autopsy of why the previous 

CSM was so misleading

�� focuses on the LNAPL, not the symptoms (dissolved phase)focuses on the LNAPL, not the symptoms (dissolved phase)

�� productive (300productive (300--500 ft/day)500 ft/day)

�� LIF logs continuously LIF logs continuously 

�� results available immediately results available immediately 

�� productivity allows sideproductivity allows side--byby--sides (cosides (co--located logs) located logs) 

�� easy to add logs, go deeper, exploreeasy to add logs, go deeper, explore

�� dismisses with confusing logging jargon like dismisses with confusing logging jargon like ““odorodor””, , ““affected affected 
soilsoil””, , ““potentially impactedpotentially impacted””, , ““productproduct””

�� LIF maps the site geology in many cases because LNAPL LIF maps the site geology in many cases because LNAPL 
prefers to travel in sand/gravel/fractures while avoiding clays prefers to travel in sand/gravel/fractures while avoiding clays and and 
other fines (unless fractured)other fines (unless fractured)



why has the NAPL distribution 

often been so difficult to delineate using 

traditional tools?
�� LNAPL can suspend, perch, dive, or float (or all three)LNAPL can suspend, perch, dive, or float (or all three)

�� LNAPL is often found trapped below groundwater surface LNAPL is often found trapped below groundwater surface 
(sometimes WAY below) (sometimes WAY below) -- if vertical features (lenses, if vertical features (lenses, 
seams, fractures) dominate then LNAPL can be pushed seams, fractures) dominate then LNAPL can be pushed 
down down –– or water table fluctuation and clayor water table fluctuation and clay

�� LNAPLLNAPL often relies more on often relies more on geologygeology than the density than the density 
difference between it and water to distributedifference between it and water to distribute

�� conventional wisdom has us looking in wrong placesconventional wisdom has us looking in wrong places

�� the subsurface is often a the subsurface is often a veryvery complex place complex place –– not the fairly not the fairly 
homogeneous matrix most guidance documents are homogeneous matrix most guidance documents are 
““forcedforced”” to portray to portray 

�� we sample a tiny fraction of the site (what is the mass we sample a tiny fraction of the site (what is the mass 
sampled vs site mass?)sampled vs site mass?)

�� monitoring wells are designed to monitor monitoring wells are designed to monitor waterwater, not LNAPL , not LNAPL 
–– they simply canthey simply can’’t be trusted for LNAPLt be trusted for LNAPL



measuring localized heterogeneity with LIF

localized coal tar “layers” confirmed

[TarGOST data]

NOT “layers” of gasoline

[UVOST data]

??

do you ever continuously core/sample two locations sidedo you ever continuously core/sample two locations side--byby--side? why not?side? why not?

we encourage our clients to do so at every site and results are we encourage our clients to do so at every site and results are very insightfulvery insightful

??

??

so which hole is “right”?

a sample recovered from either

of these would have been “right”… by definition

horizontal or vertical structures?



LNAPL far below groundwater potentiometric surface?

fuel free to flow laterally…. fuel can’t flow laterally…

like an iceberg it’s driven down vertically

where it often finds lateral freedom (wells too)

sandbox

(vertical perm = horizontal perm)
fractured clay

(vertical perm >> horizontal perm)

1
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example LNAPL misbehavior case #1

“comeback” site in Minnesota

�� above ground tank found with leak in 1995above ground tank found with leak in 1995

�� tank was replaced tank was replaced –– no significant fuel observed in soilno significant fuel observed in soil

�� monitoring wells installed west, east, south monitoring wells installed west, east, south -- no no CoCsCoCs in wellsin wells

�� site was closed 1997 site was closed 1997 –– monitoring wells were pulledmonitoring wells were pulled

�� in 2000 in 2000 -- new highnew high--capacity city supply well installed 300capacity city supply well installed 300--500 ft away 500 ft away 

�� 2003 2003 -- benzene found in new well benzene found in new well -- knocking well out of service so the site knocking well out of service so the site 

““comes backcomes back”” onto the booksonto the books

�� new monitoring wells installednew monitoring wells installed…… still confusing, no NAPL in them!still confusing, no NAPL in them!

so whatso what’’s going on?!....s going on?!....



example LNAPL misbehavior #1

initial monitoring wells

new city well

leaked 800 gal unleaded

old city wells

gw flow



looking SE

looking SW

50 LIF (UVOST) borings ~ 4 days work



the ‘autopsy’ results via LIF

• LNAPL headed north – opposite of groundwater gradient and under a building - rolling down a 

sloped clay formation 

• gasoline then found pathway down past the clay and cascaded to groundwater and moved SW to 

create highest concentration in a SE “arm”

• one of the first set of 3 wells would likely have detected dissolved BTEX in time 

• to date – no well has measurable LNAPL!  Just a ‘sheen’ in the well in heart of the “arm”!

• all nearby city wells sealed off – replaced city wells with deep well 1 mile away

• dissolved phase is now stable – currently monitored natural attenuation



example LNAPL misbehavior #2

“lucky well” site in Minnesota

�� fuel release sitefuel release site

�� tanks were removed tanks were removed –– no sign of significant releaseno sign of significant release

�� one mandatory well was inadvertently screened 18one mandatory well was inadvertently screened 18--28 feet 28 feet 

which is 5which is 5--6 feet below groundwater surface6 feet below groundwater surface

�� only this only this ““wrongly constructedwrongly constructed”” well detected LNAPL!well detected LNAPL!

�� consultant was dead sure someone spiked the well  couldnconsultant was dead sure someone spiked the well  couldn’’t t 

explain lack of fuel in any other wells or tank hole explain lack of fuel in any other wells or tank hole 

if fuel was released, itif fuel was released, it’’s got to float and show ups got to float and show up…… right?right?

so whatso what’’s going on?....s going on?....



example LNAPL misbehavior #2

“lucky well”



“lucky” well

0 - 22 feet

Silt with clay and rocks

(till)

22 – 40 feet

Fine - medium grained sand 
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so LIF was brought in to settle the matter

30 UVOST locations ~ 3.5 days



a very large “sunken” gasoline body was located with LIF

somehow the gasoline (via pressure/head) had filled the porous 

sand unit under the clay/silt



With permission: Andrew Kirkman, AECOM

example NAPL misbehavior #3
wells show little if any correlation with LNAPL distribution defined by single LIF transect!  

monitoring wells are

often poor LNAPL devices



Example LNAPL misbehaviors # 4, 5, 6….

http://www.neiwpcc.org/lustline/lustline_pdf/lustline_68.pdf

Paul Stock is a hydrologist with the

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency,

Petroleum Remediation Program.

Paul can be reached at

paul.stock@state.mn.us.

L.U.S.T.LINE
New England Interstate 

Water Pollution 

Control Commission

Bulletin 68

June 2011



suggestion
next time your LNAPL site is confusing you, consider this…

Wait a minute!

What if it’s…

NOT floating?!

(and consider LIF characterization)



This just in…

ESTCP Dye-LIF Project

testing results 

from last week

consultant with site knowledge

is under impression that

14-20 foot zone

in this area had

chlorinated DNAPL…

core samples being pursued

WE’RE LOOKING

DNAPL SAMPLES FOR FREE 

ANALYSIS AND POSSIBLE 

FREE SITE 

CHARACTERIZATION

WRITE TO RANDY

FOR SHIPPING

INSTRUCTIONS!

non-solvated dye

(confirmed flow)

no

dye

solvated dye



Thank You!

Randy St. Germain, President

stgermain@dakotatechnologies.com

USGS Crude Oil National Test Site Bemidji, MN

Don Lundy, University of Georgia, Athens, GA

FYI

classic LNAPL

floating

‘pancakes’

DO

exist at some

sites!


